In this paper, we derive the error vector magnitude (EVM) in a selection combining (SC) system experiencing co-channel interference, for arbitrary number of antennas and interferers when all the channels experience Rayleigh fading. We use a novel approach that uses the CCDF of SIR to derive EVM as using the conventional approach to derive EVM for a SC system is difficult. Considering two selection rules based on (a) maximum signal power (b) maximum signal to interference ratio, we observe that EVM is worse when maximum signal power based rule is used. Further, EVM is also derived considering (a) all the channels to be independent and (b) channels to be correlated due to insufficient antenna spacing at receiver. For some special cases, EVM is also derived when the desired channels experience Nakagami-m fading.
I. INTRODUCTION
Error vector magnitude (EVM) is an alternate performance metric along with bit error rate (BER), coverage probability, throughput etc. for analyzing the performance of wireless systems and is being increasingly used in industry and academia [1] , [2] . System impairments such as local oscillator frequency error, phase noise, IQ imbalance, non-linearity etc. have been identified using EVM [3] . EVM-based specifications have also been accepted as a part of the IEEE 802.11 family of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) standards [4] . The performance of wireless systems are mainly limited by fading and interference. Both the limitations can be mitigated by employing multiple antennas at the receiver. Selection combining (SC) is a simple low complexity receiver diversity scheme. In a SC system, the antenna corresponding to the maximum signal power is chosen in the absence of interference. In the presence of interference, the antenna can be chosen either based on maximizing the signal to interference ratio (SIR) or only signal power [5] . Considering both these scenarios, we have derived and studied the EVM in a SC system. EVM was first derived for digital communication systems in [6] . In [7] , EVM for a wireless SISO system with Rayleigh fading was derived without considering interference. EVM for a single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) optimal maximal ratio combining without co-channel interference was obtained in [4] . EVM in a single-input-single-output system with co-channel interference was first obtained in [8] . To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work in literature that has derived EVM in a SIMO-SC system even in the absence of interference. In this work, we have derived the EVM in a SIMO-SC interference limited system with arbitrary number of antennas and interferers when all the channels experience independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading. The analysis is done for both maximum signal power and maximum signal to interference ratio (SIR) based SC rules and we observe SIR based approach gives lower EVM as expected. We employ a novel approach that uses the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of SIR to derive EVM, since the conventional approach to derive EVM for a SC system is difficult. The derived expressions are in terms of elementary functions and hence can be easily evaluated. We have also extended the derivation for the case when the desired channel experiences Nakagami-m fading.
In practice, wireless channels are not independent as assumed. One of the reasons for channels to be correlated is the insufficient antenna spacing at the receiver. A thumb of rule in antenna design is that the distance between antennas at a receiver should be atleast half the wavelength for the channels observed at antennas to be independent. Despite decrease in wavelength due to mm-wave, with the advent of massive-MIMO technology, it will be difficult to maintain enough spacing between antennas for channels observed at antennas to be independent. This has motivated us to derive EVM for some special cases considering correlated channels. We observe that EVM increases due to correlation among channels.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a SIMO interference limited system where all the transmitters have one antenna each, receiver has L antennas. There are M interferers considered. The symbol at l-th receive antenna at i-th time instant is
where h l,0 is the desired channel response between the transmit and l-th receive antenna, D 0 (i) is the desired symbol transmitted at i-th time slot, h l,j is the j-th interfering channel's response between the transmit and l-th receive antenna, I j (i) is the symbol from j-th antenna transmitted at i-th time slot. There are N slots in a block, i = 1, 2, ..N for which the channels are constant.
We assume the symbols transmitted are of average unit energy and zero mean. We denote the desired channel corresponding to the selected antenna as h ′ 0 and the j-th interfering channel corresponding to the selected antenna is h ′ j . Let y ′ (i) be the output of the strongest receive antenna in the i-th time slot, i.e., y
When the symbols are of average unit energy, the EVM is defined in [4] as
Substituting for y
′ (i), and following the same steps as equations (3)- (5) in [8] ,
III. EVM FOR INDEPENDENT CHANNELS

A. Rayleigh faded channels
In this Section, we will derive the EVM when all the channels experience i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading. First, we will derive the EVM when selection rule is based on maximum SIR.
Theorem 1.
In an interference limited SIMO-SC system of L receive antennas with M interferers where selection combining rule is based on maximum SIR and all the channels experience i.i.d
Rayleigh fading of unit mean power, EVM is given by
In maximizing SIR SC rule, SIR ′ is the maximum of SIRs in all antennas, i.e.,
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is
where
and (a) is due to independence of channels. PDF of SIR ′ can be derived as
To compute EVM, (4) will be substituted in (2) . But it is difficult to analytically compute EVM for arbitrary number of interferers and antennas using this approach. Hence we use a slightly
We first compute
, where
We assume all the channels to be of unit mean power. Note that if the desired channel is Rayleigh faded, desired channel power X is exponential distributed. Similarly, if the M interfering channels are i.i.d. Rayleigh faded of unit mean power then the total interference power Y is Gamma distributed of shape and scale parameters M, 1, respectively. Thus,
. Hence from (6),
Thus, from (3),
By using Binomial theorem expansion formula
Substituting (8) in (5) and using Mathematica, EVM is derived.
Next we will derive the EVM when signal power maximization is the selection combining rule.
Theorem 2.
In an interference limited SIMO-SC system of L receive antennas with M interferers where selection combining rule is based on maximum signal power and all the channels experience i.i.d Rayleigh fading of unit mean power, EVM is given by
In selection rule based on maximum signal power, |h
the maximum of desired signal powers received in the L antennas, i.e., g (1) is the interfering power from the j-th interferer in the antenna corresponding to the maximum signal power. Hence from (1),
, we will first derive the CDF of g ′ 0 . Note,
As the desired channels experience i.i.d. Rayleigh fading of unit mean power, F g l,0 (x) = 1−e −x ,
(a) as
As the interferers are i.i.d. Nakagami-m faded of unit mean power, probability density function
. Hence
Multiplying (11) and (12), EVM is obtained.
Next we derive EVM for some special cases when the desired channel experiences Nakagamim fading.
B. Desired channel is Nakagami-m faded
First we derive below the EVM for selection rule based on maximum SIR.
Theorem 3.
In an interference limited SIMO-SC system of L receive antennas where selection combining rule is based on maximum SIR with L desired channels experiencing Nakagami-m fading and channels from 2 interferers experiencing i.i.d. Rayleigh fading , EVM is given by
Proof. To compute EVM in (5), we need F SIR ′ (x) in (3), for which F SIR i (x) is derived first. We assume all the channels to be of unit mean power. Note that if the desired channel is Nakagamim faded, desired channel power X is Gamma distributed of shape parameter m d . Similarly, if the 2 interfering channels are i.i.d. Rayleigh faded of unit mean power then the total interference power Y is Gamma distributed of shape and scale parameters 2, 1 respectively. Thus,
and f Y (y) is ye −y . Hence from (6),
Substituting (13) in (5), EVM is derived. Now we derive EVM when signal power maximization is used. 
To derive EVM in (9), pdf of g ′ 0 will be derived. We consider two antennas. So g ′ 0 is max of independent channels g 1,0 and g 2,0 . Both these channels are Nakagami-m faded of unit mean power and shape parameter m d . Hence the CDF of g
and the pdf is
Similarly ∞ 0 √ yf I (y)y . can be found from (12). Multiplying (14) and (12), EVM is obtained.
In the next Section, EVM is derived when the channels at receive antennas are positively correlated and all the channels experience Rayleigh fading.
IV. EVM-CORRELATED RECEIVE ANTENNAS
First, we derive EVM when selection rule is based on maximum SIR.
Theorem 5. EVM of an interference limited two antenna correlated system with one interferer using maximum SIR based selection rule, when all the channels experience Rayleigh fading, is given as
where ρ is the correlation coefficient.
Proof. EVM of an interference limited selection combining system where maximum SIR based selection rule is applied is given in (5). In (6) in [9] , closed form expression for CDF of SIR ′ in (3) was derived for a two antenna correlated system with one interferer when all the channels experience Rayleigh fading as
Substituting this in (5), EVM is derived. Closed form expression cannot be obtained, but this integral can be numerically evaluated.
Next we derive EVM when maximum signal power based selection combining rule is used.
Theorem 6. EVM of an interference limited two antenna correlated system with M interferers using maximum signal power based selection rule, when all the channels experience Rayleigh fading, is given as
Proof. EVM of an interference limited selection combining system where maximum signal power based selection rule is applied is given in (9).
First we will derive ∞ 0 √ yf I (y)y . .
As the M interfering channels are considered to be Rayleigh faded of unit mean power, the total interferernce power is Nakagami-m faded of shape and scale parameters M and 1. In (12),
we have already derived
. Next,we derive
form expression for PDF of g ′ 0 in (9) was derived for a two antenna correlated system when all the channels experience Rayleigh fading as
.
Deriving closed form expression is not possible, but this integral can be easily evaluated numerically. Multiplying (12) and (15), EVM is derived.
Fully correlated case:
When ρ=1, there is no selection required as both the antennas receive same signal. Hence EVM can be derived from Theorem 1 or 2 by substituting L=1. EVM thus derived is
By using the identity,
EVM → √ πM , for large number of interferers.
V. RESULTS
In Fig. 1 , EVM is plotted for the two interferer case when desired channel experiences In Fig. 3 , EVM is plotted by varying the correlation for both SIR and signal power maximization rule. Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 are verified by simulation. As i.i.d channels experience correlation to be 0, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are also verified by simulation in Fig. 3 at ρ=0. We also observe that SIR maximization performs better than signal power maximization i.e., lower EVM is obtained due to SIR maximization. We observe that EVM increases due to correlated channels at receive antennas.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived the EVM in an interference limited SIMO-SC system for arbitrary number of antennas and interferers when all the channels experience i.i.d Rayleigh fading. We have used a new approach to derive error vector magnitude and the expressions derived are in terms of elementary Gamma functions. We have compared the performance of two selection combining rules in which the best antenna is chosen by maximizing the signal to interference ratio and by maximizing only the signal power respectively. We have shown that SIR maximizing performs better than signal power maximizing rule, i.e., the EVM due to SIR maximizing is lesser than signal power maximizing rule. We have also derived EVM when the desired channel experiences Nakagami-m fading for some special cases. We have also considered the case of correlated receive antennas and shown that EVM increases due to correlation. The results have also been verified through simulation. 
